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Abstract
Target detection is an important technique in hyperspectral image analysis. The high dimensionality of hyperspectral data

provides the possibility of deeply mining the information hiding in spectra, and many targets that cannot be visualized by

inspection can be detected. But this also brings some problems such as unknown background interferences at the same

time. In this way, extracting and taking advantage of the background information in the region of interest becomes a task of

great significance. In this paper, we present an unsupervised background extraction-based target detection method, which is

called UBETD for short. The proposed UBETD takes advantage of the method of endmember extraction in hyperspectral

unmixing, another important technique that can extract representative material signatures from the images. These end-

members represent most of the image information, so they can be reasonably seen as the combination of targets and

background signatures. Since the background information is known, algorithm like target-constrained interference-mini-

mized filter could then be introduced to detect the targets while inhibiting the interferences. To meet the rapidly rising

demand of real-time processing capabilities, the proposed algorithm is further simplified in computation and implemented

on a FPGA board. Experiments with synthetic and real hyperspectral images have been conducted comparing with

constrained energy minimization, adaptive coherence/cosine estimator and adaptive matched filter to evaluate the detection

and computational performance of our proposed method. The results indicate that UBETD and its hardware implemen-

tation RT-UBETD can achieve better performance and are particularly prominent in inhibiting interferences in the

background. On the other hand, the hardware implementation of RT-UBETD can complete the target detection processing

in far less time than the data acquisition time of hyperspectral sensor like HyMap, which confirms strict real-time

processing capability of the proposed system.
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1 Introduction

Target detection is one of the most important techniques in

remote sensing analysis [1–4]. With very high spectral

resolution, hyperspectral remote sensing provides signifi-

cant information about the spectral characteristics of sub-

stances that cannot be visualized by inspection [1, 5]. For

each pixel, it gives a nearly continuous spectrum and this

reveals some underlying information, which brings better

material recognition features. But due to the temporary

reality that many onboard hyperspectral sensors’ spatial

resolution is not high enough while sometimes the target

may be smaller, so the desired target in fact hides behind a

so-called mixed pixel [6]. The spectrum of mixed pixel

differs from the original after mixing, and this introduces

additional noise effect on target detection. In many situa-

tions, some unwanted and unidentified signal sources may

also be extracted [7]. Such unexpected results interfere

with the accuracy of target detection and make the problem

more complicated. Target detection using hyperspectral

imagery has many applications in civilian and military

aspects [8].

A simplified situation of target detection is anomaly

detection, which identifies a small quantity of pixels that

have significant differences from the most of rest pixels

(which we called background) in spectral [9, 10]. We call

this situation ‘‘unknown target, unknown background.’’ But

the target information sometimes is known, so we have to

identify the particular item from the anomalies. There have

been many algorithms developed for hyperspectral target

detection. Adaptive coherence/cosine estimator (ACE) [11]

and adaptive matched filter (AMF) [12] are two typical

algorithms. ACE and AMF take advantage of the concept

of generalized likelihood ratio test to estimate the proba-

bility of existence of targets. These algorithms work for the

situation where the target of interest is known as a priori,

while the background information is not. Another suc-

cessful algorithm is constrained energy minimization

(CEM) [13]. CEM derives from the linear constrained

minimum variance beamformer in the field of digital signal

processing, which picks up signal in particular direction

and inhibits those in other directions. Using a unity con-

straint, CEM designs a finite impulse response (FIR) filter

to pass the target while minimizing the average output

power. CEM uses only target spectrum to solve the prob-

lem, but just suppressing the power of the whole image is

not the best solution. If we had known some undesired

targets or interferers, we should better eliminate the influ-

ence of these signals rather than minimizing the power.

Another algorithm called target-constrained interference-

minimized filter (TCIMF) [14] is designed to use both

target and the known background. TCIMF calculates an

operator than acts on both target and background, which

can remove the interference of the undesired signatures

prior to detection. TCIMF shows better performance than

CEM under the scenario that both target and background

are known, which is the most ideal situation for target

detection problem. However, for most time, background is

not known as a priori because of the fast changing of image

scenes. So it is worth to develop a method that can extract

the background information automatically from the image

without human intervention. Such method will turn the

situation from ‘‘known target, unknown background’’ to

‘‘known target, known background’’ and takes full advan-

tage of the wealth of information that hyperspectral ima-

gery provides.

Hyperspectral remote sensing shows the above-men-

tioned advantages in deep-level information extraction, but

at the same time brings about some computational prob-

lems. To get more detailed information, this technology is

making its way to more improved spectral, spatial and

temporal resolution, which means faster computing solu-

tions is demanded as well [15–17]. For some applications,

real-time image processing is required to achieve quick

response to the area of interest. On the other hand, many

hyperspectral sensors are set on satellites, where the

bandwidth of the downlink channel is limited. Just down-

loading the target detection result instead of the huge

amount of original data is a more effective way. Onboard

real-time image processing with hardware accelerators

helps to achieve such goal and may play an important role

in building the intelligent remote sensing satellite system in

the future [18]. Commodity graphics processing units

(GPUs) [19] and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)

[20–22] are two typical specialized hardware devices, and

both provide highly desirable features such as low weight

and high computing performance, but FPGAs can also

offer reconfigurability and lower energy consumption, in

addition to radiation tolerance that still cannot be achieved

by GPUs [23]. An FPGA is an integrated circuit whose

logic blocks can be defined and configured by users

repeatedly. That means that FPGAs offer the possibility of

adaptively selecting a proper algorithm or new set of

parameters to be applied from the control station on Earth

anytime [24]. FPGAs also exhibit an architecture that is

suitable to implement pipeline processing [25]. Some

fantastic recent works have explored FPGA-based imple-

mentations of target detection algorithms. For instance, the

aforementioned algorithm CEM has been implemented on

FPGA in [26], along with some other target detection

algorithms in [27–29].

In this paper, we present an unsupervised background

extraction-based target detection method, which is called

UBETD for short. The concept of hyperspectral unmixing

is used to extract the background from the hyperspectral
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image. A simplified version suitable for hardware imple-

mentation is also presented as RT-UBETD. There are three

important advantages for this algorithm: (1) it uses

hyperspectral unmixing to automatically extract back-

ground information, turning the scenario to ‘‘known target,

known background’’ situation and then removing the

interference of these undesired signatures; (2) its compu-

tational complexity is reduced and amenable for strictly

real-time processing; (3) its algorithm structure is suit-

able for being implemented on FPGAs. The newly devel-

oped RT-UBETD has been implemented on a Virtex-7

FPGA evaluation board and tested using both synthetic and

real hyperspectral images. The obtained results show that

the proposed algorithm exhibits better performance than

CEM. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Endmember extraction and target detection are both

important techniques for hyperspectral image analysis.

We propose a new strategy applying endmember

extraction in target detection applications to reveal

the underlying background information. The proposed

strategy can turn a ‘‘known target, unknown back-

ground’’ problem to an easier solving ‘‘known target,

known background’’ problem.

2. The new unsupervised background extraction method

is universally applicable for any endmember extraction

algorithm in theory. This paper shows an example

algorithm for illustration, in which RT-MSVA is used

for background extraction while TCIMF is used for the

following target detection. Such algorithm is named as

UBETD.

3. The proposed algorithm is implemented on a Virtex-7

FPGA. A new block-iterative inverse algorithm is

introduced to further simplify the calculation of

inverse matrixes in UBETD. The PFGA-based imple-

mentation proves that it can achieve strict real-time

capability. The new block-iterative inverse algorithm

also is valuable to other real-time target detection

methods which have the same requirement of calcu-

lating inverse matrixes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes some related algorithms, such as

TCIMF and real-time maximum simplex volume algorithm

(RT-MSVA). Section 3 describes the UBETD algorithm,

including background extraction by using endmember

extraction method. Section 4 describes simplified RT-

UBETD and its hardware implementation, providing

details about the architecture of the complete system and

the main processing modules. In Sect. 5, we firstly describe

the synthetic and real images used in the experiments and

then show the processing results and analyses. The com-

putational performance is also evaluated in this

section. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper and discusses

some assumptions for future research.

2 Related algorithms

In this section, we provide a brief overview of some related

algorithms in this paper. TCIMF is a widely used target

detection algorithms using target signatures and back-

ground signatures together. RT-MSVA is an endmember

extraction algorithm using geometrical method which takes

full advantage of band information without dimensionality

reduction.

2.1 TCIMF

TCIMF can be seen as an extension of CEM [14]. Firstly

we give a brief description of CEM. The CEM algorithm is

suitable when the spectrum for target of interest is known

but the background is unknown [13]. This algorithm is

based on the method of linear constrained minimum vari-

ance beamformer in the field of digital signal processing,

which extracts signals in particular direction and inhibits

those in other directions. The hyperspectral image can be

described as X ¼ fxigni¼1 and the target vector is d. CEM

designs a finite impulse response filter vector w ¼
ðw1;w2; . . .;wLÞT that minimizes the output energy under

the constraint of wTd ¼ 1. The variable L stands for the

number of bands in the hyperspectral image, and n is the

total number of pixels. Let input be xi, detection statistics

be yi, then yi ¼ wTxi ¼ xTi w. In this way, the average

output energy would be

1

n

Xn

i¼1

y2i

" #
¼ 1

n

X
ðxTi wÞ

TxTi w
h i

¼ wT 1

n

X
xix

T
i

h i� �
w

¼ wTRw

ð1Þ

where R is the self-correlation matrix of original image

data. Obviously, the self-correlation matrix R will turn to

covariance matrix
P

if removing the mean vector from x.

A minimum problem is introduced to get the filter vector

w.

min
w

1

n

Xn

i¼1

y2i

" # !
¼ min

w
wTRwð Þ

wTd ¼ 1

8
><

>:
ð2Þ

Solve this extreme problem by Langrage operator, and

the solution is CEM detector [13].

wCEM ¼ R�1d

dTR�1d
ð3Þ
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Background interference plays an important role in

hyperspectral target detection. Although more subtle

materials can be revealed by high spectral resolution, there

are also some undesired signal sources extracted at the

same time. CEM minimizes the average output energy to

suppress the background, but in some situations in which

the background interferers are available, ignoring these

useful information is not effective. Still, in some applica-

tions there are more than one target desired, and we hope to

extract these targets simultaneously. TCIMF is designed to

solve the aforementioned problems.

In TCIMF algorithm, the known signatures are divided

into two classes. One is D ¼ d1; d2; . . .; dnD½ � that denotes
the target signature matrix, and the other is U ¼
u1; u2; . . .; unU½ � that denotes the undesired material signa-

ture matrix, where nD and nU are the number of the target

signatures and the number of the undesired material sig-

natures, respectively. Then, the detector wTCIMF is designed

to deal with D and U at the same time using the following

equation:

D;U½ �Tw ¼ 1nD�1

0nU�1

� �
ð4Þ

where 1nD�1 is an nD � 1 unity vector to filter the target

signature matrix D, and 0nU�1 is an nU � 1 zero vector to

annihilate the undesired material signature matrix U. Then,

the minimum problem in Eq. (2) can be extended to the

following linear constrained optimization problem:

min
w

wTRwð Þ

D;U½ �Tw ¼ 1nD�1

0nU�1

� �
8
><

>:
ð5Þ

Then, we use the same solution to solve the problem and

get the TCIMF detector. wTCIMF is given by

wTCIMF ¼ R�1 D;U½ � D;U½ �TR�1 D;U½ �
� ��1 1nD�1

0nU�1

� �
ð6Þ

where R is the self-correlation matrix. Applying this

detector vector can get TCIMF target detection result

y ¼ DTCIMFðxÞ ¼ wTCIMF
� 	T

x: ð7Þ

TCIMF uses background information to inhibit the

interference and is a good choice for target detection after

background extraction.

2.2 RT-MSVA

RT-MSVA is an endmember extraction algorithm devel-

oped based on geometrical methods [30]. Under the

assumption of linear mixture model (LMM) [31] which

ignores multiple scattering effects between endmembers,

the hyperspectral image can be described as follows:

X ¼ E� AþW ð8Þ

where X ¼ ½x1; x2; . . .; xn� is a hyperspectral image with a

total of n pixels, E ¼ ½e1; e2; . . .; ep� is the endmember

matrix, A ¼ ½a1; a2; . . .; an� is the abundance matrix and

W ¼ ½w1;w2; . . .;wn� is an error matrix.

Each pixel in the hyperspectral image corresponds to a

point in the high-dimensionality space. Geometrical

methods are based on the assumption that the mixed pixels

lie inside of a simplex in which the corners are the end-

members. In other words, the endmembers are assumed to

be on the vertices of the data simplex. RT-MSVA uses a

simplex growing method to find a set of pixels with the

maximum simplex volume. Firstly, in the initialization

step, the pixel with the maximum length is extracted as the

first endmember. Then, the algorithm traverses all the

pixels to find the one that provides the largest simplex

volume together with the former extracted endmembers,

and this resulting pixel is then extracted as the new end-

member. This process will be done repeatedly until all the

p endmembers are already got. The main difficulty in

calculation is the simplex volume. Different from some

typical geometrical model-based algorithms like N-FINDR

[32] and SGA [33], RT-MSVA uses a new simplex volume

formula taking full advantage of all the bands without

dimensionality reduction. The volume of simplex formed

by endmembers e1; e2; . . .; ep

 �

is calculated as follows:

A ¼ WTW ð9Þ

Vðe1; e2; . . .; epÞ ¼
1

ðp� 1Þ!
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j detðAÞj

p
ð10Þ

where W ¼ ½e2 � e1; e3 � e1; . . .; ep � e1�, A is the mea-

sure matrix. Woodbury’s identity is introduced in matrix

determinant calculation in (10) to simplify the computa-

tional complexity.

RT-MSVA needs no dimensionality reduction process

and has admirable performance in endmember extraction. Its

characteristic is quite suitable for applying in target detection

whichwewill discuss later in Sect. 3. Also, it is amenable for

strictly real-time processing. It can be summarized by the

algorithmic description given in Algorithm 1
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Algorithm 1: RT-MSVA

Input: hyperspectral image data r, number of endmembers 
p.

Step 1: initialization: calculate the vector length of each 
pixel r, the pixel that provides the maximum length is the first 
endmember 1e . Let 0i = .

Step2: let 1i i= + , and start the inner loop.

Step3: For each pixel r, calculate the volume 
1 -1( ,..., , )iV e e r defined by (9) and (10).

Step4: A variable det_max is used to store the largest 
determinant within this inner loop. Compare 1 -1( ,..., , )iV e e r
with det_max, if 1 -1( ,..., , )iV det_max>e e r , let 

1 -1( ,..., , )idet_max V= e e r . The pixel that provides the largest 

1 -1( ,..., , )iV e e r is extracted as endmember i e .
Step5: if i p≤ , then go to step 2. Otherwise, the subset {

1 2 pe ,e , ... , e } is the set of desired p endmembers.

Output: endmembers { 1 2 pe ,e , ... , e }.

.

3 UBETD algorithm

3.1 Background extraction using endmember
extraction method

The basic theory of target detection is highlighting the

target while suppressing the background. In the situation

where the target spectrum is known as a priori, estimating

the background information will be the first step in the

process. In the traditional algorithms, background infor-

mation is always estimated as a whole via approaches like

calculating the covariance matrix of the hyperspectral

image. This method stands on the assumption of the spar-

sity of the interesting target in the hyperspectral image,

which means that the number of target pixels is extremely

small compared to the total pixel number. But even so, this

undirected way still includes the target information that

will cause errors in the results. On the other hand, there are

interferers together with pixels of less relationship with the

target in the remaining pixels, and treating them in a same

way cannot effectively remove the influence of interferers.

We present a method to extract the specific spectra of

background so that the following process can deal with the

real background information excluding the target and then

remove the influence of these undesired signatures.

Endmember extraction in spectral unmixing is a tech-

nique that picks up pure signature pixels from the hyper-

spectral image which are called endmembers. A properly

extracted set of endmembers can represent the whole

information of the image scene, which can be reasonably

seen as the combination of targets and background material

signatures. The number of endmembers to extract can be

calculated by an eigen decomposition-based algorithm

HySime [34], which firstly estimates the signal and noise

correlation matrices and then selects the subset of eigen-

values that best represents the signal subspace in the least

squared error sense. It should be noted that the HySime

algorithm has a FPGA-based real-time implementation in

[35]. Such background extraction method using endmem-

ber extraction has the following advantages:

1. Comprehensive coverage of information. Endmembers

are material signatures that represent most of the

hyperspectral image information. They can cover

every material within the scene in theoretical situation.

So the background we extracted contains most of the

information besides the desired target which may result

in better performance in target detection.

2. Diversity of background signatures extracted. End-

members usually have big differences from each other.

Such as geometrical-based endmember extraction

algorithms, the endmembers extracted are vertices of

the simplex with the maximum volume, which means

that they are quite far from each other in high-

dimensionality space. This guarantees the diversity of

the background signatures by avoiding repeat infor-

mation extraction.

3. Automation. The method is completely unsupervised

that all the operations are implemented automatically

without any kind of human intervention. The proposed

method can apply to any hyperspectral image in any

situation to detect the specific targets desired. This is

also a brilliant characteristic for onboard systems.

According to the characteristics of the background

extraction process we design, many endmember extraction

algorithms can be used for such purpose. A state-of-the-art

algorithm RT-MSVA is chosen as an example to apply

such process in this paper. Besides the advantages men-

tioned above, RT-MSVA also has some good characteris-

tics itself, in which the most attractive is that it can be

applied with all the bands of the original hyperspectral

image without dimensionality reduction. Avoiding the loss

of information while reducing dimensionality is not only

beneficial for endmember extraction, but can also lead to a

better performance in the following target detection. On the

other hand, RT-MSVA is suitable for real-time processing.

A FPGA implementation of RT-MSVA has been presented

by our former work in [30]. RT-MSVA follows the simplex

growing method and extracts the endmembers one by one.

If we let the targets d1; d2; . . .; dnDf g be the first nD end-

members in the initialization step of RT-MSVA, then the

following extracted endmembers which represent the

image together with the targets can be seen as the
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background signatures. In this way, we can get the specific

background signatures via an endmember extraction pro-

cess without human intervention.

3.2 UBETD

As mentioned above, RT-MSVA and TCIMF are chosen as

an illustration of the proposed UBETD in this paper. To

decide how many background signatures to be extracted is

important for the whole processing chain, because if excess

signatures extracted as background may obtain repeated

information. Especially when some signatures similar to

the target are misplaced in the undesired material signature

matrix U, it may cause extra error to the detection result.

On the other hand, too few background signatures extracted

make the background information incomplete, which is

also not effective. Such estimation of number of end-

members can be done by the aforementioned algorithm

HySime, which also has an FPGA implementation version.

Based on this outstanding work, the number of endmem-

bers can be achieved automatically, so we regard this

number nE as a known parameter for our target detection

algorithm. As for the number of targets nD is also known as

a priori, so the number of background material signatures

can be easily calculated as nU ¼ nD � nE.

RT-MSVA is introduced into this process as an end-

member extraction algorithm to achieve the background

information. Setting the target signatures d1; d2; . . .; dnDf g
as the first nD endmembers, we then get the desired end-

members as d1; d2; . . .; dnD ; enDþ1;. . .; enE

 �

. This set of

endmembers will then be divided into two classes for

TCIMF, in which the target signature matrix is

D ¼ d1; d2; . . .; dnD½ �, and the undesired material signature

matrix is U = enDþ1;. . .; enE
 �

. It is easy to find that the

sample matrix D;U½ � for TCIMF is just the matrix formed

by the former extracted endmember set, so we let E ¼
d1; d2; . . .; dnD ; enDþ1;. . .; enE
 �

be the sample matrix for

UBETD. Then, we use the following equation to get the

UBETD detector:

wUBETD ¼ R�1E ETR�1E
� 	�1 1nD�1

0nU�1

� �
ð11Þ

where R is the self-correlation matrix, 1nD�1 is a nD � 1

unity vector and 0nU�1 is a nU � 1 zero vector. At last, the

UBETD detector wUBETD is applied to all the pixel vectors

in original image data X to get the final target detection

result

Y ¼ DUBETDðXÞ ¼ wUBETD
� 	T

X ð12Þ

The proposed UBETD algorithm can realize unsuper-

vised background information extraction, which turns a

‘‘known target, unknown background’’ problem to an

easier solving ‘‘known target, known background’’ prob-

lem. The algorithm can be summarized by the algorithmic

description given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: UBETD
Input: hyperspectral image data X, number of endmembers

En , target signatures{ }1 2, ,...,
Dn

d d d .

Step1: Initialization: set the target signatures
{ }1 2, ,...,

Dn
d d d as the first Dn endmembers, and the number 

of background signatures is U D En n n= − .
Step2: Run the RT-MSVA to extract all the other Un

endmembers. The resulting set of endmembers is
{ }1 2 1, ,..., ,

D D En n n+d d d e , ... , e .

Step3: Let 1 2 1, ,..., ,
D D En n n+= ⎤⎡ ⎦⎣d d d e , ... , eE to be the 

sample matrix, which is the matrix formed by the endmember 
set extracted in step2, and then calculate the UBETD detector 

UBETDw defined by (11).
Step4: Apply the detector to X using equation (12) and get 

the detection result Y.
Output: Target detection result Y.

4 RT-UBETD and its FPGA implementation

4.1 RT-UBETD

The UBETD detector calculation procedure represents

most of the computation in the proposed target detection

algorithm. From Eq. (11) in Sect. 3, we can see that two

inverse matrices will be calculated, one is a L� L matrix

and the other is a nE � nE matrix. Calculating the inverse

matrix involves significant computational complexity,

especially for the self-correlation matrix with the size of

L� L for the reason that band number L is usually very

large for hyperspectral images. Some approaches like QR

decomposition and LU decomposition have been used for

FPGA to solve this problem [36, 37]. To further simplify

the calculation, we introduce a new block-iterative inverse

algorithm for large-scale real symmetric matrixes [38].

For a t � t real symmetric matrix Wt, it can be parti-

tioned as follows:

Wt ¼
Wt�1 rt
rTt pt

� �
ð13Þ

where Wt�1 is the (t - 1)-order square matrix, rt is a

t � 1ð Þ � 1 vector and pt is the last element in the matrix. If

the inverse ofWt�1 is known, then the inverse ofWt can be

calculated by the following formulas:
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bt ¼ �W�1
t�1rt

bt ¼ pt þ rTt bt

at ¼
1

bt
qt ¼ atbt

8
>>><

>>>:
ð14Þ

W�1
t ¼ W�1

t�1 þ qtb
T
t qt

qTt at

� �
ð15Þ

where bt and qt are t � 1ð Þ � 1 vectors, bt and at are

variables. In this way, the inverse of a t � t matrix can be

calculated easily by the inverse of its t � 1ð Þ � t � 1ð Þ sub-
matrix. We can regard the variable t as the loop variable,

and for t = 1, the matrix Wt only has 1 element and the

inverse W�1
t is its reciprocal. Then, we operate this pro-

cedure repeatedly while adding 1 to the order of matrix

each time, until t = L and the inverse of a L� L matrix has

been achieved.

This algorithm is quite faster than QR decomposition

and LU decomposition when applied on large-scale

matrixes, and more suitable for FPGA implementation. We

use RT-UBETD to represent the simplified algorithm. This

RT-UBETD is implemented on an FPGA board as

described below.

4.2 FPGA implementation of RT-UBETD

Figure 1 shows the hardware architecture of the RT-

UBETD processing system. A DDR3 SDRAM (syn-

chronous dynamic random access memory) outside the

FPGA chip is used to store the whole hyperspectral image.

The target signature matrix D is also stored in it at a

specific location. A memory interface generator (MIG) is

used to control the SDRAM and register the input data with

the help of a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. Reading data

from the SDRAM costs several clock periods but some-

times processing such data can be faster than that. To avoid

letting the system be idle waiting for data and ensure a

complete processing workflow, the FIFO has been set to

contain two complete rows of the hyperspectral image

which builds a ping-pong buffer. Every time a row has

been processed (i.e., the FIFO is half empty), a new data

row is brought in. Each pixel in the hyperspectral images

will be calculated p times in the background extraction

stage and 2 times in the target detection stage, so the FIFO

needs to read the image data p ? 2 times throughout the

whole process.

The whole processing chain can be summarized to two

stages, the first is shown in the left part of Fig. 1 which is

the background extraction stage, and the second is the

target detection stage shown in the right part. The RT-

MSVA module performs endmember extraction to get the

background material signatures. This module has been

detailed in our former work [30]. The RT-UBETD detector

calculation module plays an important role that achieves

the RT-UBETD detector from image data and the sample

matrix E. The RT-MSVA module needs to traverse all the

pixels in the image for nU times to get the sample matrix E.

At the same time, the FIFO also sends image pixels to the

RT-UBETD detector calculation module to calculate the

self-correlation matrix R and its inverse matrix R21 in

advance. Because of the hardware characteristic of FPGA,

these two different modules are constructed in different

areas using distinct resources, respectively, so they can

work at the same time without mutual interference. After

stage one, the sample matrix is sent to the next module to

start stage two. In the last, the detector wRT�UBETD is

applied to the image data in detection module and results

the detection matrix Y. The final output is a gray scale

image defined by Y which is temporarily stored in a block

RAM.

The data flow of the block-iterative inverse calculation

procedure is shown in Fig. 2. The abbreviations in the

figure response to adder, subtracter, multiplier, and divider,

respectively. We use the IP Core Generator to generate

some of these components like multipliers and dividers.

We can choose between using look-up tables (LUTs) or

digital signal processors (DSPs) to construct these com-

ponents in a graphical interface.

Floating point format is normally used in CPU-based

computer systems and may have some advantages in

accuracy for mathematical operations, but it costs too many

resources for FPGAs. In fact, floating point numbers are

also transformed to binary integers in processing. So we

used fixed-point format in our implementation. Figure 3

illustrates the adopted data structure in fixed-point format.

Target &
Background

RT-MSVA
module

r & d

RT-UBETD
detector

calculation
module

MIG
FPGA

FIFO Detectionr

E

RT-UBETDw

Y

Background
extraction

Target
detection

SDRAM
（Image Data）

r

Fig. 1 Hardware architecture for the FPGA implementation of RT-

UBETD
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The input data are given by reflectance units which are

usually smaller than 1, so we use a 16-bit binary format to

represent the data. The highest bit is the sign, and the next

bit expresses the integer part while the lower 14 bits

express the fractional part. To store the elements in inverse

matrix is a more difficult problem because of the wide

range in data value, so we need to find a compromise for

the size of the data. Especially for inverse matrix calcula-

tion procedure in which the iteration method is used, the

error may be bigger and bigger with the increase in the loop

index. As a result, a 48-bit format with 32 bits as fractional

part is used to represent elements in the inverse matrix.

Enough fractional bits can control the error caused by

cutting off some bits while computing.

The hardware architecture has been implemented on a

Xilinx VC709 connectivity kit with a Virtex-7

XC7VX690T-2FFG1761C FPGA (see Fig. 4). The Virtex-

7 family of FPGAs provides the highest performance and

integration with 28-nm technology. The XC7VX690T

FPGA is a high-end product in Virtex-7 series which has

108,300 slices, 693,120 logic cells and 866,400 CLB flip-

flops available, and also a total block RAM of 52,920 kb. It

also offers 3600 DSP slices which is the most among the

mainstream products of Xilinx. Each DSP slices contains a

pre-adder, a 25 9 18 multiplier, an adder and an accu-

mulator. This is an outstanding advantage for large-scale

data computing.

5 Experimental results and analysis

In this section, we will discuss the performance of the

proposed UBETD and the FPGA implementation of RT-

UBETD. Experiments with CEM, ACE and AMF are also

performed for comparison. To directly compare these

algorithms, we perform only one target of interest in the

comparative experiments. A multi-target detection using

UBETD is also performed in the last to illustrate its ability

of detecting several targets simultaneously.

The hardware experiment is performed on the afore-

mentioned VC709 connectivity kit. The architecture is

implemented using the VHDL language. We use ISE 14.2

as the developing environment, and Modelsim SE 10.1a to

perform simulation. The comparative experiments are

conducted on MATLAB in an Intel Core i3 CPU, with a

working frequency of 3.5 GHz. Both synthetic and real

hyperspectral images will be used to assess target detection

accuracy. The HyMap data are also used to analyze the

Fig. 2 Data flow of the block-iterative inverse calculation procedure

Fig. 3 Data structure used in

the FPGA implementation

Fig. 4 Xilinx VC709 connectivity kit with a XC7VX690T-

2FFG1761C FPGA
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computational performance and the resource utilization of

the hardware implementation.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In

subsection A, we describe the synthetic and real hyper-

spectral images that will be used in the experiments. In

subsection B, we introduce the metrics used to assess the

target detection performance. In subsection C, we discuss

the obtained results and provide an evaluation of target

detection accuracy in comparison with the CEM, ACE and

AMF. The result of multi-target detection is also shown in

this subsection. Subsection D provides an analysis of the

computational performance of our hardware

implementation.

5.1 Hyperspectral image data sets

5.1.1 Synthetic hyperspectral image

We designed a synthetic image to clearly demonstrate the

function of our algorithm. Five spectral signatures of dif-

ferent materials are chosen from the USGS spectral library:

fir tree, blackbrush, blue spruce, dry grass and annite. All

these spectral signatures have been resampled to 189 bands

with wavelength range from 0.4 to 2.5 lm, removing the

bands with low signal-to-noise ratio. The spectral signature

of fir tree and blackbrush is much similar to each other, so

we take blackbrush as the target desired and the fir tree as

the main interferer. Blue spruce is another slighter inter-

ferer, while dry grass and annite are background with

totally different spectral signatures. To better show the

performance of our proposed algorithm, we have made the

synthetic image scene a relatively extreme case: (1) the

targets have very low rate of existence; (2) there are pure

pixels of the four background materials and the desired

target; and (3) the background is homogeneous with

ubiquitous interference in the whole image. The location of

targets and interferers makes no difference to the results

because the proposed algorithm uses the spectral statistic

information but not spatial information. In this way, an

image of 50 9 50 pixels is made by the following

approaches: the homogeneous background pixels consist of

10% of annite, 10% of dry grass, 20% of blue spruce and

60% of fir tree; then 9 targets are inserted in (10, 5), (10,

10),…, (10, 45) with abundance of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,

80 and 100%, respectively; at last, 6 interferers are inserted

in (30, 5), (30, 10),…, (30, 30), in which the former 4

interferers are pure pixels of background materials and the

last 2 contain 90 and 80% of fir tree, respectively. The

abundance of original background in these pixels is scaled

down according to the abundance of targets or interferers

inserted. An additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is

added into this synthetic image, and the SNR is 15 dB.

Figure 5a shows the 3D data cube of the synthetic image,

and Fig. 5b–d shows the spectra of background, interferers

and targets, respectively. Figure 5e is the ground truth of

the synthetic image.

5.1.2 Real hyperspectral images

The first real hyperspectral image in this experiment is a

HyMap reflectance image of Cook City in Montana, USA.

The data set was provided as part of a publicly available

self-test exercise for target detection purposes by the

Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Group, Center of

Imaging Science, Rochester Institute of Technology. This

data set has 800 9 280 pixels and covers the target region,

the mountain region and part of the more complex urban

region (see Fig. 6a). This data set comprises 126 bands

from 0.4 to 2.4 lm, and the spatial solution is about 3 m. A

target of red cotton was placed in the grass area near the

center of the image. The data set provides the SPL file and

the exact location of the target, which makes it a standard

test site for evaluating the accuracy of hyperspectral target

detection algorithms. Figure 6b, c shows the ground truth

and the target signature, respectively.

The second real data set was taken over the Rochester

Institute of Technology by the ProSpecTIR-VS2 hyper-

spectral sensor. This sensor consists of two important parts,

an imager that covers the visible and near infrared spectra

from 0.39 to 1.0 lm, and a short-wave infrared imager

covers 1.0–2.5 lm. The data set was achieved by the

SpecTIR Hyperspectral Airborne Rochester Experiment

(SHARE) program. We take a subset over a parking lot

with the size of 180 9 180 pixels and 126 bands (see

Fig. 7a). Two kinds of artificial targets with three different

sizes were placed in such area, which are red cotton and

blue cotton. Figure 7b shows the ground truth in which red

cotton is shown in red and blue cotton is shown in blue.

5.2 Assessment metrics

1. ROC and AUC the receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curves establish a one-to-one correspondence

between the true positive ratio (TPR) and the false

positive ratio (FPR) [39]. TPR usually refers to the

probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis

for a particular test. In hyperspectral target detection,

the true positive rate is calculated as the ratio between

the number of correctly detected target pixels and the

actual number of target pixels. FPR refers to the

probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis and

is calculated as the ratio between the number of falsely

detected target pixels and the actual number of back-

ground pixels. This metric offers quantitative evalua-

tion of the performance of target detection algorithms,

by the way that the algorithm corresponding to the
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curve that nearer to the upper left performs better, i.e.,

it provides higher TPR under the same FPR. The area

under curve (AUC) provides a more visualized way to

describe the ROC curve, and the larger AUC score

means the better detection performance.

Fig. 5 a 3D data cube of the synthetic image; b–d spectra of background, interferers and targets, respectively; and e ground truth of the synthetic

image

Fig. 6 a HyMap image of Cook City in Montana and location of the target. b The ground truth; and c the target signature
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2. Precision this metric is used to measure the ability of

correctly detecting targets with few false alarms [40].

The metric only focuses on the positive values in

detection. For target detection, a certain number of

pixels are regarded as ‘‘predictive positive,’’ while

some of them are true predictive positive (namely real

targets) and the others are false alarms. Precision is

defined as the ratio between true predictive positive

and total predictive positive. In another words, this

metric indicates the ability of resisting interference.

ROC curves, AUC and precision focus on different

aspects and together provide a much comprehensive

assessment of the performance of hyperspectral target

detection algorithms.

5.3 Target detection accuracy analysis

1. Target detection using synthetic image we perform

CEM, ACE, AMF, UBETD and RT-UBETD on our

synthetic image. The blackbrush is set as the target of

interest. The number of endmembers estimated by

HySime is 5, so the number of background signatures

is 4. Figure 8 shows the endmember extraction result

obtained by RT-MSVA, it can be seen that RT-MSVA

successfully extracts the five spectral signatures that

form the synthetic image. For directly comparing these

5 algorithms, the results have been normalized to [- 1,

1]. Figure 9 shows the target detection scores for all

the pixels of these 5 algorithms. The triangle markers

represent the 9 target pixels inserted by the target

signature of different abundances, while the circular

markers represent the 6 interferers. The detection

scores of UBETD and RT-UBETD are exactly the

same and are nearly proportional to the abundance of

target signature in the pixel. The other 3 algorithms get

relatively good detection scores for targets with high

abundances, but fail to detection deeply mixed targets.

Besides, CEM, ACE and AMF all have false alarms on

interferers. For better comparing the results, Fig. 10

shows the resulting binary images when the detection

threshold is set as 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.6, respec-

tively. UBETD and RT-UBETD have no false alarm

and can correctly detect all the targets under the

threshold of 0.05. CEM and AMF both have false

alarms, and the number of correctly detected targets for

each algorithm is also less than UBETD and RT-

UBETD. ACE can detect the most targets under the

Fig. 7 a The SpecTIR image

over Rochester Institute of

Technology and b the ground

truth in which red cotton is

shown in red and blue cotton is

shown in blue

Fig. 8 Endmember extraction results obtained by RT-MSVA in the

synthetic image. In this figure, d denotes target and e denotes the

following extracted endmember, i.e., background signature
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threshold of 0.6, but also has false alarms for the other

situations. Especially, since the background scores are

relatively large for ACE, it fails to detect any target

under the threshold of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. In general, the

experiments on the synthetic image prove that UBETD

and RT-UBETD perform much better than CEM, ACE

and AMF in detecting targets of low abundance and

inhibiting interferers.

Fig. 9 Target detection scores of all the algorithms. The triangle markers represent the targets of interest, while the circular markers represent the

interferers

Fig. 10 Results for the synthetic

image under the threshold of

0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.6,

respectively
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2. Target detection using real hyperspectral images

Fig. 11 shows the endmember extraction results of

the HyMap image, in which the number of endmem-

bers is estimated as 18. Figure 12 shows the detection

results. We can see from the figures that all the 5

algorithms successfully detect the target desired near

the center of the image in the red circle, where there

are some pixels with comparatively large value. But

the detection result of CEM and AMF also show a high

brightness point in urban region by the left side of the

image, which is a false alarm caused by an interferer.

In fact, the detection scores of this interferer are even

higher than the target, which means that if an

inappropriate value is set as the threshold, the only

predictive target achieved may be an interferer in

reality. Because the fixed-point formats used to

represent the intermediate variables have enough

fractional bits, so UBETD and RT-UBETD can get

the same detection results and share the same ROC

curve and precision curve. Figure 13 shows the ROC

curves and the precision curves, respectively. As for

the number of target pixels and interferer pixels is

quite small compared to the total number of pixels, the

ROC curves are much similar to each other, and the

AUC of UBETD and RT-UBETD (shown in Table 1)

is slightly better than the others. On the other hand, the

precision curves of these 5 algorithms show great

differences. When the threshold is low, all these

algorithms get some false alarms, so the precision is

low too. But when the threshold increases to above 0.5,

the precision of UBETD, RT-UBETD and ACE rises

rapidly to 1, while the precision of CEM and AMF

declines to 0. This is because the interferer gets the

highest score for these 2 algorithms, so the number of

correctly detected targets is 0 for high threshold. In

general, UBETD and RT-UBETD successfully inhibit

the interference and achieves an outstanding perfor-

mance both in ROC curves and precision.

Figure 14 shows the endmember extraction results of

SpecTIR data, in which the number of endmembers is

estimated as 10. The detection results are shown in Fig. 15.

There are two kinds of cotton artificially laid in this scene,

and we take the red cotton as the target. As shown in

Fig. 7b, there are two group of red cotton in the middle of

the image with two for each group, and two rows in the

bottom right with three for each row. UBETD and RT-

UBETD detect all the red cotton without blue cotton. CEM

and AMF detect some of the pixels that covered by blue

cotton as predictive target, while ACE only detects part of

the targets. Figure 16 shows the ROC curves and precision

curves of these algorithms. It should be noted that the

horizontal axis of ROC curves is shown in logarithmic

form, because the large amount of total pixels makes the

FPR quite small, so the ROC curves of these algorithms

can show obvious difference in 10�4 level. The results

show that UBETD and RT-UBETD perform better on both

ROC curves and precision curves. The AUC of all the

algorithms are also shown in Table 1.
Fig. 11 Endmember extraction results obtained by RT-MSVA in the

HyMap hyperspectral image

Fig. 12 Detection results obtained by all the algorithms in the HyMap

hyperspectral image
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3. Multi-target detection using SpecTIR hyperspectral

image the multi-target detection experiment is per-

formed on the SpecTIR image. Both red cotton and

blue cotton are regarded as targets of interest.

Figure 17a shows the endmember extraction results

of SpecTIR data for multi-target detection. From the

detection result shown in Fig. 17b, we can see that

both of these two kinds of targets have been success-

fully detected. Figure 18 shows the ROC curve and the

precision curve. Evidently, the proposed UBETD also

has very good performance when detecting several

targets simultaneously.

5.4 Computational performance evaluation

We will analyze the computational performance of our

FPGA implementation of RT-UBETD using the HyMap

data set. Table 2 shows the summary of resource utiliza-

tion. In our pre-analysis, the computational complexity of

background extraction stage is much higher than target

detection stage, so we implement higher parallelism in

background extraction. For this reason, the resource uti-

lization of background extraction is comparatively much

higher than the target detection module. The image data are

stored in a SDRAM, and the FPGA only reads one row at

each time, so the utilization of block RAM and FIFO is

comparatively low. On the other side, because of the

computational complexity, the utilization of LUTs and

DSP48E1s is high. Therefore, the proposed FPGA imple-

mentation is compute-bound. The maximum frequency of

the whole system is 42.320 MHz.

Table 3 shows the processing times of RT-UBETD on

our FPGA implementation and the equivalent software

version in MATLAB. For RT-UBETD, MATLAB used

244.72 s to obtain target detection results, and our FPGA

implementation used 2.84 9 108 clock periods. The clock

frequency is 42.320 MHz, and the processing time is just

6.719 s. The endmember extraction module should traverse

all the pixels for nU times, and the computational com-

plexity is also larger than the target detection module, so it

takes much longer time. Compared with software version

in MATLAB, the FPGA implementation can achieve a 36

times speedup for this data set. As is introduced in [41], the

HyMap sensor can collect 12–16 rows per second, and each

row contains 512 pixels with 224 bands. The sensor gen-

erates data at approximately 2.5 MB per second. The size

of the HyMap data set in our experiment is about 53.5 MB,

so the sensor requires about 21.4 s to finish the data col-

lection. In this way, our FPGA implementation of RT-

Fig. 13 a ROC curves and b precision curves obtained by all the

algorithms in the HyMap hyperspectral image

Fig. 14 Endmember extraction results obtained by RT-MSVA in the

SpecTIR hyperspectral image

Table 1 AUC obtained by all the algorithms in two real hyperspectral

images

CEM ACE AMF UBETD RT-UBETD

HyMap 0.8567 0.8883 0.8984 0.9280 0.9280

SpecTIR 1 1 1 1 1
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UBETD strictly meets the real-time requirements of sen-

sors such as HyMap. We use the Xilinx Power Estimator

(XPE) to do quick power estimation, and the estimated

total on-chip power is 3.462 W. It should be noted that the

actual power consumption may be lower than that. Fur-

thermore, our implementation could be further optimized,

as the current version has too much logic levels in some

operations that brings limit to the system frequency.

6 Conclusions and future lines

An unsupervised background extraction-based target

detection method is presented in this paper. The proposed

method UBETD takes advantage of endmember extraction,

which can automatically extract the representative material

signatures from a hyperspectral image. This method has

universal applicability that any endmember extraction

algorithm can be applied to extract the background. This

approach turns a ‘‘known target, unknown background’’

problem to an easier ‘‘known target, known background’’

problem, which is of great significance for hyperspectral

target detection. The experiments have been conducted

using a self-made synthetic image and two classic real

hyperspectral data sets. The results show that UBETD and

its hardware implementation RT-UBETD can achieve

better performance in target detection and are particularly

prominent in inhibiting interference in the background.

Also, an FPGA-based implementation is developed to

meet the fast growing demand for real-time processing.

Fig. 15 Detection results

obtained by all the algorithms in

the SpecTIR hyperspectral

image

Fig. 16 a ROC curves and b precision curves obtained by all the algorithms in the SpecTIR hyperspectral image
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The hardware implementation is carried out in a Xilinx

Virtex-7 FPGA, which provides the top performance in the

mainstream devices nowadays. A block-iterative inverse

algorithm for large-scale real symmetric matrixes is

introduced in our implementation to simplify the

computation of inverse matrix. The results confirm that

FPGA-based implementation of RT-UBETD can fully

achieve real-time processing capabilities. But there are still

some other problems to be solved. Only RT-MSVA and

TCIMF have been applied in the UBETD method in this

Fig. 17 a Endmember extraction results and b target detection results obtained by RT-MSVA in the SpecTIR hyperspectral image for multi-

target detection

Fig. 18 a ROC curve; and b precision curve of multi-target detection obtained by UBETD in the SpecTIR hyperspectral image

Table 2 Summary of resource

utilization of the FPGA

implementation of RT-UBETD

for the HyMap data

Logic utilization Available Background extraction Target detection Total

Used Utilization (%) Used Utilization

Number of slice registers 866,400 185,126 21 27,856 3 24%

Number of slice LUTs 433,200 180,838 41 120,268 27 68%

Number of block RAM/FIFO 1470 489 33 165 11 44%

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs 32 1 3 1 3 6%

Number of DSP48E1s 3600 1262 35 729 20 55%

Maximum frequency (MHz) 43.320 50.370 42.320
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paper, and there is no comparison with other endmember

extraction algorithms or target detection algorithms tem-

porarily. In the future, we will continue this research to test

other algorithms under our proposed method. Also, our

hardware implementation will be further optimized. For

example, the clock frequency may be increased by further

pipelining the processing modules under the limit of

computing resources, and the applicable ability should be

developed by realizing real-time processing for images of

larger size.
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